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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Share Price:

S$0.50

Target Price:

S$0.95

We are initiating coverage on Sunpower Group with a BUY
recommendation with a target price of S$0.95, representing an upside
of 90% from current share price.

Upside:

90.0%



The Green Investments business (GI) is Sunpower’s primary value
creator and growth driver. Enormous business opportunities are
available in this segment in anti-smog services in China as (i) small
pollutive boilers run by individual factories are being mandatorily
closed by the government and they have to switch to centralized
clean steam boilers, while (ii) factories are increasingly relocated to
industrial parks, driving high growth rates for the expansion of these
parks.



GI is expected to transform Sunpower into a cashflow-rich utilities
company. It is the de facto monopolistic supplier of steam to factories
within industrial parks through concession agreements that make
it the exclusive supplier for 30 years, with the first right to renew
these concessions after 30 years. We understand that steam is a
must-have product and its monopolistic model allows it to demand
advance payment of tariffs.

COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Founded in 1997 and listed in 2005, Sunpower is an
environmental protection solutions specialist and has over
20 years of experience in the environmental protection
services and energy savings industry. It has two business
segments - Green Investments (GI) and Manufacturing &
Services (M&S).
Customers include well-known international customers
such as BASF, Shell, DowDuPont (formerly Dow Chemical
and DuPont before they merged), BP, SABIC, Alcoa, and
Mobil, and Chinese conglomerates such as Sinopec,
CNOOC, CNPC and ChemChina. 70% of its customers
are repeat customers.

Name

Sunpower

is building up a valuable portfolio of GI assets that can
generate high net present value of future cashflows and attractive
double-digit IRR. With its first-mover edge, we opine that it is wellpositioned to build up a scarce portfolio of valuable high-cashflow
assets that, upon maturity, can be sold for a substantial premium
to yield-hungry buyers such as insurance, infrastructure or stateowned funds.
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We

value Sunpower at S$0.95 as our base-case scenario target
using a SOTP approach, according a P/E of 10x for its traditional
M&S business (S$0.18/share) and a S$0.77/share value for the
GI business. We have assumed a conservative multiple-of-money
(MoM) of 2x for its GI assets, relative to our estimate of ~3x MoM
that is potentially achievable.

368.9

52 week Share Price High/Low

S$0.775 / S$0.44

On

the back of revenue growth of 50% in FY18F, we are also
expecting margins to improve and net profit to appreciate by 72%
from FY17. Currently trading at just FY18F 7.1x P/E and 1.4x P/B,
we note that Sunpower's valuations are lower as compared to the
average of its S-chip peers at 10.0x forward P/E and 2.7x P/B
(see Exhibit 14). However, we emphasize that we do not think that
these companies are the best comparables because the returns on
water sector projects are only in the single digits, as compared to
Sunpower's 12-15%.
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INVESTMENT THEMES
Cleaning the environment is top priority for the Chinese
government. Smog-ridden China faces a conundrum. It
desperately wants to clean up the air and in its 13th Five Year
Energy Development Plan, it has drawn up an initiative to
move more of its energy production to natural gas (10% by
2020, from 4-5% in 2016), away from pollutive fuel sources
such as coal or oil, the burning of which emits Carbon Dioxide
(CO2), Nitrogen Oxide (NOx), Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) and
Dust (PM10).
However, China’s policy ambition has hit several obstacles
last year, chief among them the delicate act of balancing
natural gas’ high cost and lack of domestic supply against the
millions of people suffering from bitter cold during winter and
factories shut down by the lack of power and steam needed
for their manufacturing – all of which can be avoided if they
are able to use the cheaper and more abundant coal as a fuel
source.

Exhibit 1: Recent Media Reports Highlighting The Lack Of Heating Sources Amid Gas Shortages

Source: Various

As it stands, China’s imports of natural gas have risen fast
over the years and it is already the world’s largest importer
of natural gas. It was almost single-handedly responsible for
driving up the price of Asian natural gas to record highs last
year. We believe that this is not a sustainable situation in the
long term.

Please refer to research disclaimer on last page
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Exhibit 2: China Drives Spot LNG Prices

LNG benchmark price: Platts Japan Korea Marker
December 2017 imports are a vessel-tracking estimate
Source: Thomson Reuters Eikon

Cleaning up coal’s dirty image is the more sustainable
solution. Coal is still the most used fuel source for many
countries, with China leading the pack by number of coal-fired
power plants and MW of electricity generation. The reasons
are simple – of all fossil fuels, coal is the least expensive
for its energy content, and China has ample domestic
coal reserves, enough to last 30 years at current levels of
production. China still has to depend on coal for its energy
and their policy makers recognize this. Hence, the 13th Five
Year Energy Development Plan proposes a cap of 58% on
coal, although coal will still account for more than half of the
country’s energy mix and China is still the only country in the
world that builds the most coal-fired power plants.
One of its solutions is to use the “clean coal” technology
to reduce pollutive emissions to below strict government
mandates. This technology can be deployed through the
construction of either new plants or upgrades of old plants
with the required equipment. In addition, one big culprit behind
China’s smog problem is small dirty boilers that are used by
individual factories to generate steam for industrial use. As
a result, following the enactment of the “Clean and Efficient
Use of Coal Action Plan (2015-2020)”, the government has
increasingly enforced the mandatory closure of small “dirty”
coal-fired boilers in favor of large centralized plants that
employ clean coal technology since 2015.

Please refer to research disclaimer on last page
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Exhibit 3: Existing And Planned Coal-Fired Power Plants Globally (By MW)

Source: CoalSwarm Global Coal Plant Tracker, July 2017
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SUNPOWER GROUP
Exhibit 4: Coal Demand Forecast (2016-2022)

Source: International Energy Agency

Massive opportunity for Sunpower’s GI business. This is
where Sunpower comes in as an investor cum operator for
its “Green Investments (GI)” division, first announced in 2015
when it secured its first GI investment in Changrun, Hebei, a
~RMB900m centralized steam and electricity generation plant.
The company possesses proprietary “clean coal” technology
that allows its plants to not only reduce emissions to below
government mandates but even below that of natural gas –
a win-win solution for the government, the people and the
environment. The adjacent expansion into the investment and
operation of GI plants is a natural extension of its traditional
M&S businesses that focuses on environmental protection
equipment and solutions.
Sunpower can help do two things, namely:
Invest in and build new steam plants that deploy clean coal

technologies that will fit into the government’s twin goals
of (i) providing steam, power and heating for industrial and
residential use, and (ii) protect the environment; and


Please refer to research disclaimer on last page

Instead of having to close down the thousands of inefficient
coal-fired plants throughout the country, Sunpower can
help to upgrade them into profitable clean plants. It can
either supply the right equipment and EPC solutions to
these plants or even invest in them by acquiring the plants
with more promising outlooks.
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Exhibit 5: Sunpower’s Emission Reduction Capabilities For Key Pollutants

Source: Emission Standard of Air Pollutants for Boilers enacted by Ministry of Environmental Protection of PRC, Company Estimates

We understand that Sunpower already has four coal-fired plants
to supply steam, power and heat in operations since 3Q/4Q
2017. The fourth plant in Shandong had been profitable for
more than 14 years before Sunpower bought it. A fifth project
came online in 1Q18, a 49%-owned steam sales project in
Jining where Sunpower buys the steam from a third party but
distributes it through its own pipelines. In addition, it has another
five projects in other provinces that are currently either in design
phase or under construction, as well as a pipeline of 28 potential
projects which it is currently evaluating. It may either acquire
brownfield plants or develop greenfield plants.

Exhibit 6: Sunpower’s Operational GI Plants

Source: Company

Please refer to research disclaimer on last page
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SUNPOWER GROUP
Exhibit 7: Existing GI Project Portfolio

Source: Company
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The five operating plants in Hebei, Anhui, Jiangsu, and
Shandong are expected to contribute strong recurring revenue
in the whole of 2018 and beyond. We are optimistic on their
future performance for the following reasons:

Please refer to research disclaimer on last page



Maiden performance of GI has been very encouraging.
In its first two quarters, the GI division contributed 18%
of 4Q17 revenue and 20% of 1Q18 revenue with margins
that management had confirmed to be much better than its
traditional M&S businesses.



Monopolistic business model due to exclusive supplier
concession. Sunpower has been granted concessions of at
least 30 years on each project. We understand that no other
centralized supplier of steam, heat and/or power is allowed
to build their plants in its operating areas, which cover
mostly large industrial parks. In addition, demand is highly
assured, driven by the mandatory closure of small inefficient
small boilers to drive factories to use centralized steam
instead. Sunpower is thus able to operate in a monopolistic
way, demanding that customers pay for their steam ahead of
delivery.



Proprietary long-distance pipeline capability is a natural entry
barrier. Sunpower’s traditional expertise in heat transfer
technology enables it to build a network of steam distribution
pipelines with a coverage radius of 30km (vs the industry’s
5-6 km) with a minimal loss of heat and pressure. This will
also discourage competition as the larger geographic reach
of its plants leads to larger economies-of-scale and lower
operating costs.



Cost effective model promises good margins. Sunpower
is also able to reduce its costs in several ways. One, its
proprietary heat transfer technology allows it to control
the temperature and pressure differential of steam when
transported from its plants to user factories, which allows it
to reduce the amount of coal feedstock needed. Two, some
of its plants operate in a circular economy industrial park
where waste from one industry or company becomes the
raw materials for another. For example, the Hebei plant uses
sludge from a neighboring water treatment plant as a coal
substitute to run its boilers and it also sells its own waste
products such as ammonium sulfate to fertilizer and building
material factories.



Cashflow for GI plants are better. Finally, we understand
that Sunpower’s GI plants enjoy far better cashflows as
compared to its M&S segment. This is because user
factories pay in advance for their steam requirements, made
possible by its de facto monopolistic position granted by its
exclusive concessions which renders its customers captive.
Although initial capital investments are high, we expect
to see Sunpower’s cashflow improve significantly going
forward.
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Unique economics in GI, Sunpower’s growth driver and
value creator. Sunpower has guided that net profit margins
for its GI plants will be 15% or more, higher than its historical
M&S margins of 9-10%. In addition, levered IRR (including
interest cost and tax) is projected to be an attractive 12-15%
with a payback on investment of 8-9 years. We performed our
own DCF verification on a sample project and indeed found
that to be the case.

Exhibit 8: Our Estimates Confirm Sunpower’s Claims Of High Margins And High IRR

Source: Lim & Tan Research
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Our project estimates suggest the following conclusions:


Net profit could potentially come as early as the second
full operating year,



Positive cashflow after paying back debt financing and
principal repayment from Year 2 of operation onward,



Project starts to generate a positive cash balance after
paying overheads, debt financing and principal repayment
in Year 5, which means it is mature and in a good position
to be sold at a significant premium,



IRR is estimated to be as high as 15.7%, which could
potentially be higher as the sample project assumes that
no new capacity is added in the life of the concession and
that utilization flattens out at 80%,



In Year 5, the return on initial equity is estimated to be
23%,



Payback of initial total investment is estimated to be 8.3
years, and



The multiple of money (MoM) is 2.7x.

We believe that the implications for investors are positive, as:


The projected IRR of 15.7% is very high as compared to
returns available in other sectors such as water or waste
treatment of single digit IRR,



The ROE of 23.1% in Year 5 implies that a greenfield
investment in a GI project is akin to Sunpower buying a
mature asset at just 4.3x P/E,



The MoM of 2.7x NPV suggests that the amount of money
returned by the project will exceed initial invested equity
by almost 3x, which is a very attractive return for a private
equity fund.

China’s two largest private equity funds have shown
strong confidence by investing US$210m in a ~US$285m
market cap company. In 2016, Sunpower’s then-fledgling
Green Investments (GI) strategy had attracted the attention
of DCP and CDH, China’s two largest private equity funds.
Since then, they have invested US$110m and US$70m
through two tranches of convertible bonds in Dec 2016 (CB1
closed in Mar 2017) and May 2018 respectively. CB2 is still in
progress and the company will seek shareholders’ approval
at a Special General Meeting to be held before end-June. As
part of CB2, Sunpower will also issue warrants to the same
investors that, if exercised in 2019 and 2020, could bring in
another US$30m. In total, both funds would have invested
US$210m in a company with a market cap of ~US$285m.

Please refer to research disclaimer on last page
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The CBs came with profit targets in 2020 (RMB370m) and
2021 (RMB460m) that Sunpower must meet or existing
shareholders could face a dilution in their proportionate
stakes as the conversion price will be adjusted down.
For the following reasons however, we believe the terms of
the CBs and warrants are fair and in shareholders’ interests.
We opine that they reflect DCP and CDH’s keenness to invest
in Sunpower because of the enormous business opportunities
in anti-smog services, given the significant pollution and haze
problems faced by China every day.


Firstly, DCP and CDH’s targets are aligned with the
management’s, as the first target will only apply to
2020/2021 profits and reflects the funds’ intention for
Sunpower to properly build a sustainable long-term
business in GI instead of being pressured by short-term
financial targets.



Secondly, they are investing in Sunpower at significant
premiums to the current market value of approximately
S$0.50. CB2’s conversion price of S$0.60 is higher than
CB1’s conversion price of S$0.50. In addition, the warrants
will also be convertible to shares only at premium prices of
S$0.70 (if exercised in 2019) and S$0.80 (2020).



Thirdly, CBs and warrants will not immediately dilute EPS
and will in fact be accretive by 2020 if Sunpower meets its
performance targets. In addition, the conversion will only
happen at significantly higher share price levels and that
is more than fair as it allows the stock upside to properly
reflect the results of management’s efforts in GI instead of
acting as an overhang.

Exhibit 9: Convertible Bond Terms & Targets

Source: Company

Please refer to research disclaimer on last page
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Exhibit 10: Conversion Price Adjustment Terms

Source: Company
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Sunpower is building up a valuable portfolio of GI
assets. GI assets can generate high net present value of
future cashflows and attractive double-digit IRR. With its firstmover edge, it is well-positioned to build up a scarce portfolio
of valuable high-cashflow assets that, when mature, can be
sold for a substantial premium to yield-hungry buyers such as
insurance, infrastructure or state-owned funds.
The evolution of the water and waste treatment sector
provides a precedent for this to happen. When the water
treatment sector was in its infancy stage, project IRRs were
also in the double digits and such returns were reaped by
early-movers in the sector who built attractive assets and
sold them to yield-hungry buyers at considerable premiums
to their initial investments. With their very low cost of capital,
the buyers were able to replace more expensive debt with
cheap debt and still earn attractive returns.
The focus has now shifted from water and waste to air
pollution cleanup. We believe that Sunpower is currently the
leading early-mover company in the anti-smog space. As far
as we can find, it is the only fully-integrated company that
is well-capitalized (with CB funds from the bondholders) to
consolidate the anti-smog space.

Exhibit 11: Significant Investments In GI, With Capital From CBs & Internal Funds

Source: Company
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Optimistic on CB profit targets being met. There is
considerable incentive for the management to make sure they
deliver on these profit targets. However, we are optimistic that
they will be able to achieve this, based on the progress that
the company has made in bringing promising high-growth
recurring cashflow GI plants online. In addition, the order
book for M&S is currently at a record-high and margins are
expected to improve from 2017.
As at Mar 2018, Sunpower’s combined M&S order book
stood at RMB2.0b, significantly up from RMB1.1b at the start
of 2017. Management also expects gross margins to recover
from 20.7% in 2017 as production capacity is already full
and the company is in a good position to choose the higher
margin contracts.

Exhibit 12: Strong Order Book For M&S Segment

Source: Company

Our price target is S$0.95; valuations are most attractive
against sector comps

Please refer to research disclaimer on last page



We value Sunpower at a base-case price target of S$0.95
on SOTP. This can be broken into S$0.77/share for the
GI segment and S$0.18 for the M&S segment. In other
words, GI is expected to account for 81% of Sunpower’s
intrinsic value.



We use a SOTP approach to value Sunpower. For our
base scenario, we have accorded a P/E of 10x to its
M&S base-case net profit and assumed a 2x MoM for its
confirmed GI projects, as well as a 50% realization rate
for its pipeline projects. We believe that our assumption
of a 2x MoM is actually conservative, as compared to our
estimate of 2.7x MoM which we opine is achievable.
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Exhibit 13: SOTP Valuation For Sunpower

Source: Lim & Tan Research
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P/E-based valuation is inappropriate; a combination
of P/E and DCF is better. As a sanity check, we also
compared Sunpower’s FY18F implied valuation against
other China environmental plays listed in Singapore.
Nevertheless, this is not an appropriate methodology as
it is not realistic to derive its current year EPS through
a fully-diluted share base which assumes conversion of
CBs and warrants, as the bulk of the dilution is unlikely
to happen until CB maturity in 2022. We believe a SOTP
approach that matches valuation methodology to each
business is more suitable and fairer.



One of the cheapest environmental plays on SGXST now. Nevertheless, assuming no CB or warrant
conversion yet, Sunpower is one of the cheapest
environmental protection plays listed on SGX-ST at 7x
earnings versus the sector average of 10.0x forward
P/E. Due to the lack of better comparables, our peers
for Sunpower include water treatment players CITIC
Envirotech (10.3x), China Everbright (10.1x), Sanli
Environment and SIIC Environment (10.3x). However,
we emphasize that we do not think that these companies
are the best comparables because the returns on water
sector projects are only in the single digits compared to
Sunpower’s 12-15%, as the entry of low-cost investment
capital has driven down returns whereas Sunpower is still
at the beginning of the cycle.
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Exhibit 14: Peer Comparison Of Sunpower

Source: Lim & Tan Research, Bloomberg

KEY BUSINESS RISKS
Failure of GI projects. We do not consider ordinary project
delays to be a key risk as it is only a matter of timing and
execution. However, a prolonged delay that has no eventual
solution or the failure of one or more of the conditions
needed for a successful commercial investment, such as the
unanticipated business failure of one or a number of major
user factories, could impact GI projects negatively. To minimize
this risk, Sunpower does detailed due diligence prior to an
investment, including placing teams at future user factories to
monitor their consumption and studying the business profile of
user factories to determine if they are in stable (e.g. household
items) or potentially volatile (e.g. electronics) industries, with a
strong preference for the former category.
China gains access to abundant natural gas at cheap
prices. China intends to increase the use of natural gas in
its energy production mix but it currently imports up to 40%
of what it uses as it has no domestic gas field, and it pays
a premium for its imports. Most of the new gas fields found
are in remote locations such as Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia
and are nowhere near big enough to support China’s gas
needs. This risk appears remote but as it involves geological
formations, it is not a risk that can be quantified or anticipated.

Please refer to research disclaimer on last page
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COMPANY PROFILE
Listed in 2005 and founded in 1997, Sunpower is an
environmental protection solutions specialist and has over 20
years of experience in the environmental protection services
and energy savings industry. It has two business segments:


Green Investments (GI),



Manufacturing & Services (M&S).

In M&S, it is a specialist in the design, R&D and manufacture
of customised energy saving and environmental protection
products with proprietary heat transfer technologies. Its range
of products include:


Heat Pipes and Heat Pipe Exchangers are used in the
recovery of residual heat in petrochemical, steel, chemical
and transportation projects.



Pipeline Energy Saving Products are used to insulate
pipes from either high or low temperatures and supporting
structure to lower the energy loss during transportation
and to protect pipelines by absorbing vibrations.



Pressure Vessels are used to hold fluid and gas contents
under pressure, in particular, corrosion resistant heat
exchangers and high efficiency heat exchangers.

Sunpower’s key proprietary solutions include the customised
Zero Liquid Discharge system, the flare gas recovery system
and the sulphur recovery system. Waste Gas and Energy
Recovery Systems are used to recycle the residual heat
and recover useful petrochemical by-products, which is also
environmentally friendly as it reduces the amount of pollutants
being discharged into the atmosphere.
Customers include well-known international customers such
as BASF, Shell, DowDuPont, BP, SABIC, Alcoa, and Mobil,
and Chinese conglomerates such as Sinopec, CNOOC,
CNPC and ChemChina. 70% of its customers are repeat
customers.

Exhibit 15: Shareholding Structure Of Sunpower

Source: Company
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Exhibit 16: Sunpower Group At A Glance

Source: Company

Exhibit 17: Strong Track Record In China And Internationally

Source: Company
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Exhibit 18: Key Personnel

Source: Company

Exhibit 19: Beneficiary Of PRC Green Environment Policies

Source: Company
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Exhibit 20: New Growth Opportunity: Coal-fired Boiler Control Underway

Source: Company

Exhibit 21: Moving Into Green Investments For Recurring Revenue

Source: Company
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RESEARCH DISCLAIMER
This report is intended for clients of Lim & Tan Securities Pte Ltd [herein after termed as LTS] only and no part of
this document may be –
i. Copied, photocopied, duplicated, stored or reproduced in any form by any means or
ii. Re-distributed or disseminated, directly or indirectly, to any other person in whole or in part, for any
purpose without the prior consent of LTS.
This research report is prepared for general circulation. It does not have regard to the specific investment objectives,
financial situation and particular needs of any specific recipient of this research report. You should independently
evaluate particular investments and consult your independent financial adviser before making any investments or
entering into any transaction in relation to any securities or investment instruments mentioned in this report.
The information, tools and material presented herein this report are not directed at, or intended for distribution to
or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any jurisdiction where such distribution,
publication, availability or use would be contrary to applicable law or regulation or which would subject LTS to any
registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
The information and opinions presented in this research report have been obtained or derived from sources believed
by LTS to be reliable. Their accuracy, completeness or correctness is, however, not guaranteed. Opinions and
views expressed in this report are subject to change without notice, and no part of this publication is to be construed
as an offer, or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities, futures, options or other financial instruments or
to provide investment advice or services. Therefore, LTS accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the
material presented in this report where permitted by law and/or regulation. LTS may have issued other reports that
are inconsistent with the assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared them.
LTS, its directors, its connected persons and employees may, from time to time, own or have positions in any of the
securities mentioned or referred to in this report or any securities related thereto and may from time to time add to or
dispose of or may be materially interested in any such securities. LTS’s research analysts are primarily responsible
for the content of this report, in part or in whole, and certifies that the views about the companies expressed in
this report accurately reflect his personal views. LTS prohibits the research analysts who prepares this report
from receiving any compensation (excluding salary and bonuses) or other incentives and benefits receivable in
respect of this report or for providing specific recommendation for, or in view of a particular company or companies
mentioned in this report.
LTS-SPECIFIC / REGULATORY DISCLOSURE
1. LTS does not have a proprietary position in the company / companies as recommended in this report as at the
close of 05/06/18.
2. The research analysts do not hold *interests in the company / companies as recommended in this report as at
the close of 05/06/18.

*

Includes direct or indirect ownership of securities or Futures Contracts (excluding the amount of securities or Futures
Contracts owned), directorships or trustee positions.
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